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Installing Dimension Catalyst 3D Print software
The software for file checking and submitting a print for the Dimension SST1200
printer is located on the Daniels FTP.
Go To:

\\ald.utoronto.ca\root\Groups\3D_Printing\3D Printing Software\Catalyst
x64 (Plastic)
Copy the Catalyst 3D Print software to your desktop. Click to Install.
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Information about the Dimension SST 1200es
Build Platform Dimensions:
10”(y) by 10”(x) by 12”(z)

254mm(y) by 254mm(x) by 305mm(z)

Layer Resolution:
0.010 inches 0.254mm
Full Bed Print:
72+ Hours
The Plastic printer can take substantially longer to print then the strach
machines, the dual head prints both model and support material. This switching
back and forth as well as following a tooling path generate a longer build time
with less resolution then the stach pritner. The main advantage is more robust
parts with much greater strength then the starch printers.
A MINIMUM WALL THICKNESS OF 1.5mm IS REQUIRED FOR PRINTING.
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Setting the Dimension SST 1200es

Dimension SST 1200

The printer model needs to be added, click on Manage 3D Printers.
The SST 1200es needs to be added
to generate the proper tooling paths.
This can be done through add via
network or if offline or no detection
is working, the printer can be added
manually.

If network detection finds the
SST1200 es, highlight and add printer.

If detection does not occur, click add
manually and in the drop down menu
highlight Dimension SST1200 es and
add as the printer.
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Loading a File

Dimension SST 1200

To load a STL file, go > File > Open STL
It is critical when plastic printing that you have a water tight mesh, if there are
any seams or holes in the mesh the Catalyst software can create support tooling
paths where model material should be.
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Setting Up the Print File

Dimension SST 1200

There are a few parameters to set for creating the tooling paths and the type of
model material fill for the print.

The first option under properties is layer resolution,
there are two settings: 0.0100” and 0.0130”
Model interior is the fill for interior model material,
you can choose low or high density and solid. Low
and High density are a lattice structure inside the
solid areas, Solid is filled and will result in more
materials consumed.
Support fill is the toolpath generator used to
calculate the type and amount of support material
used. There is Smart, Basic, Sparse and Surround.
Reloading and regenerating your support
material with different options can lead to less
materials used in some tooling path generations.
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Setting Up the Print File

Dimension SST 1200

After the settings for the print are chosen press Add to Pack, this will begin the
toolpath generation, if you have multiple prints the process can be repeated to add
multiple prints that do not overlap into the build platform.
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Setting Up the Print File

Dimension SST 1200

Once the tooling paths have been calculated the model will change to preview the
model and support materials. Red is the printed model material, purple the
support material.
STL orientation is not a factor with a spherical geometry, with other forms orientation can determine the toolingpath
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Orientation of the Print File

Dimension SST 1200

Try to orient the STL part to the lowest on the z height or for tooling paths in a
desired orientation. This can be done with either auto orient option, orient from a
chosen surface or orient along degrees through x,y,z rotation. In the chosen
example the current orientation would print with little support material as the
model material can build onto itself, if orientated to flat along the long face the
interior would fill with support material.
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Orientation of the Print File

Dimension SST 1200

With the STL in the z as the longest face for orientation the support material is
only a small base for the build, the file STL model can build upon itself with no
need for support material.
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Orientation of the Print File

Dimension SST 1200

The STL file has been orientated to the longest face running along the X axis,
when tool path generation is run notice the difference as the is much more
support material produced due to the overhanging top with a hollow interior. Files
can be oriented for either optimal tooling paths or lowest build height.
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Checking for STL Mesh Errors

Dimension SST 1200

In the Catalyst software check to see that no support tooling paths have cut
through areas that should be model tooling paths. This can be difficult to see in
the toolpath generation but can lead to parts of the model not adhered to one another due to support material slicing the model.
Always check for mesh errors in Rhino first, directional normals should always be
directed outwardly from the closed water tight mesh surface with no holes.
In Catalyst you can run a STL check in Tools > STL Report
The window will give a read out of the possible error conditions that exist.
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Adding Multiple STL files to the Pack

Dimension SST 1200

Multiple STL files can be added to the build pack, once tooling paths for a model
have been generated a second STL can be opened and generated. This will
produce two files in the ‘Pack’. Click on the pack tab to view both in top view.
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Adding Multiple STL files to the Pack

Dimension SST 1200

Pack Details

The Pack screen previews the build platform from top view, multiple STL files can
be added from the previous setup as long as they do not overlap in the build
platform.
Under the Pack Details on the right side of the screen the total model and support
material consumed are displayed along with the time for the print to complete.
The list below shows all the STL files processed into the pack.
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Saving the CMB file

Dimension SST 1200

After the tooling paths have been calculated the Catalyst software will create a
CMB file in the same file directory that the STL was read from. This file will be
required for submission as you must process your own STL file for file submission,
to check for errors and see the material and time involved with the print before
submitting.
This allows for the CMB to be inserted diectly into the build pack without having to
recalculate the tooling paths.
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Estimating the Build Time / Calculating Cost

Dimension SST 1200

For Plastic printing both the model and support material must be added and
multiplied by 7$ per cubic inch for the total cost of the print. There is also a
charge for the build platform tray of 4$ as they are non recycleable.
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Proper File Name and Submission

Dimension SST 1200

Once you have reviewed you file and are ready for submission, name you file:
lastname_firstname_date.stl
lastname_firstname_date.cmb
Always save the CMB file for submission as well, Both files must be present for
file submission or the print will not be processed.
Upload you file to:

\\ald.utoronto.ca\root\Groups\3D_Printing\Submissions\Dimension (Plastic)
Once your file is uploaded email the 3D Printing to notify of file submission.
3dprinting@daniels.utoronto.ca
Always include in the emailStudent First and Last Name:
Student Number:
File Name:
FAILURE TO DO SO MAY RESULT IN YOUR PRINT NOT BEING PROCESSED
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